Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a chronic lung disease characterized by progressive and irreversible obstruction of the airways of the lungs. Different studies have emphasized on the role of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) in COPD patients. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship of this factor with disease severity and the number of exacerbations in COPD patients.

This study is a Cross-sectional study on patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease referred to Besat clinic in Kerman in 2013-2014. After performing spirometry and confirming COPD diagnosis by a pulmonologist and obtaining consent form patients, blood samples were taken and level of VEGF was measured by ELISA method.

Mean serum level of VEGF in patients was 160±156.6 µg/ml. More disease severity was associated with higher level of VEGF, but this association was not significant. No relationship was found between the number of exacerbations and VEGF level.

The results of our study showed that serum levels of VEGF increases in COPD patients, but there is not a significant correlation between serum levels of VEGF and the severity of the disease and the number of exacerbations.
vessels during embryonic development and after injury, angiogenesis for muscle after exercise, and the creation of collateral vessels after original vascular occlusion. Biological properties of VEGF in lung health and disease statues have led to an interest in its role (1, 2). In fact, studies have shown that VEGF expression in lung tissue obtained from patients with chronic obstructive airway disease has a major role in the pathology of the disease (3). In Kasahara et al. study, the expression of VEGF in sputum samples of patients with emphysema dropped. The authors demonstrated that the absence of VEGF, that is an important nutritional factor for endothelial cells, leads to the development of emphysema (3). Consistent with these findings, Pinto-Plata V found a positive relationship between VEGF concentration in the sputum sample and FEV1 in patients with stable COPD (4).

Due to the small number of studies about the relations of VEGF with COPD and absence of a study on the association of this factor with the number of exacerbations, this study was designed and done in order to investigate the relationship of serum levels of VEGF with the frequency and severity of COPD exacerbations.

Methods

Study population

This study was a cross-sectional study performed on patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease referred to Besat clinic in Kerman. The population consisted of 75 patients with COPD disease. Participants were selected by convenient sampling and the number of samples was determined according to the previous similar studies. Patients with the diagnosis of COPD confirmed by performing two-step spirometry were included and other patients with coagulation disorders, severe ventricular arrhythmia, heart/liver/kidney failure and patients who had severe attacks (Exacerbation) were excluded. Then, the research objectives and all steps of the study and follow up were explained for all patients.

Sampling

5 ml blood was drawn into EDTA tube and after centrifugation, stored at -70 C. Then, demographic data and number of exacerbations were recorded according to GOLD criteria and based on the result of spirometry in the previous year. Finally, VEGF level was measured using ELISA kits made in Germany (ZIGMA Company).

Statistical analysis

To describe the qualitative variables, frequency tables and charts and for describing quantitative variables, mean ± SD were used. Data analysis was performed using chi-square test and t-test.

Results

Of the 75 subjects enrolled in the study, 64 ones were male, and 12 ones were female.

As it is seen in figure 1, the disease severity was level 1 in 8 patients (10.5%), level 2 in 27 patients (35.3%), level 3 in 23 patients (33%) and level 4 in 18 patients (7/23%).

In this study, 32 patients (1.42%) did not have exacerbation, 16 patients (1.21%) had 1 exacerbation/per year, 8 patients (5.10%) had 2 exacerbations/per year, 8 ones (5.10%) had 3 exacerbations/per year and 12 patients (8.15%) had 4 or more exacerbations in the previous year (Fig. 2).

Mean serum level of VEGF was 160.45 ± 156.6 μg.

Mean serum VEGF level was 34.103 ± 11.244 μg in patients at the level 1 of GOLD criteria, 65.119 ± 96.180 μg in patients at level 2, 38.213 ± 56.201 μg in patients at level 3, and 85.169 ± 63.217 μg in patients at level 4 (Fig. 3).
According the results, mean serum VEGF level was 53.19 ± 48.209 µg in patients with no exacerbation, 67.157 ± 34.233 µg in patients with one exacerbation/per year, 16.60 ± 8.136 µg in patients with two exacerbations /per year, 95.55 ± 62.94 µg in patients with three exacerbations /per year, and 93.194 ± 54.182 µg in patients with four exacerbations /per year.

The results of this study show that serum VEGF level has no significant relationship with the number of exacerbations and disease severity.

**Figure 1.** The frequency distribution of patients based on the disease severity

**Figure 2.** The frequency distribution of patients based on the number of exacerbations
Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship of serum level of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) with disease severity and number of exacerbations in COPD patients.

VEGF is a glycoprotein with six subtypes (A-F), which is known as the most important factor in angiogenesis, especially in the embryonic period (4,5).

This cytokine plays a key role in epithelium and endothelium health and their protection against apoptosis. Over-expression of this factor in some diseases such as cancer causes angiogenesis increase in tumor tissue and consequently growth and proliferation of malignant cells due to better nutrition and oxygenation. Therefore, producing Anti-VEGF drugs, like Bevacizumab and Ranibizumab, for the treatment of cancer and other diseases that angiogenesis is involved in their pathogenesis (such as some vascular diseases of the retina) has been considered important (6).

The role of vascular injury in the pathogenesis of COPD is well known (6, 7). VEGF is involved in viability and remodeling of lung tissue, and the main drivers of its secretion are hypoxemia and increase of pulmonary arterial pressure (8, 9). Kranenburg et al., in the examination of samples of lung tissue in COPD patients compared with control group showed increased expression of VEGF in the bronchi, bronchioles, alveolar epithelium, bronchiolar macrophages and smooth muscle cells of the lung vessels and bronchi lining. As well, VEGF receptor-like KDR / FLK-1 and FLT-1 in pulmonary vascular endothelium of COPD patients was higher compared to non-COPD patients. Interestingly, they have reported an inverse relationship between the level of VEGF in lung tissue and FEV1 in patients with COPD (10). In the present study, mean serum level of vascular growth factor (VEGF) in patients with COPD was 16045 ± 156.6 µg/ml and the median was 122.66 µg/ml that are nearly compatible with Pinto-Plata et al. findings (4). The challenging issue is the relationship between VEGF level in serum and severity of the disease, because previous studies did not have similar results. In 2012 Pinto-Plata et al, failed to find the relationship between this factor serum level and disease severity (4). However, Pavlisa G and Kranenburg A compared VEGF level among patients with COPD, at time of exacerbation with hypoxemia (Po2≤53mmHg), stable COPD patients without hypoxemia and healthy people. They showed higher level of this factor in the first group compared to the other two groups (10, 11). Determining VEGF level at the time of the attack can be considered as one of the disadvantages of the mentioned study, because VEGF, as a cytokine, can be increased in any
acute inflammation. Valipour et al studied 30 patients with stable COPD in 2008 and showed inverse relationship between VEGF level in serum and FEV1; however, their study is not reliable due to their small sample size (12).

In our study, despite the fact that with increase of disease severity, serum levels of VEGF increased, the difference was not statistically significant. Although, the sample size of our study was higher than other studies, given that the disease severity in COPD patients falls into four groups, the reason of non-significant different VEGF levels in patients with different disease severity might be small number of samples in each group. It seems that there is a relation between hypoxemia and severity of COPD (13).
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